
FAÇADE
COMPLIANCE
SOLUTIONS



FAÇADE DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
Façade design and installation are in the spotlight, and many tall building 
owners are struggling to make informed decisions to protect their residents.

Guildmore are a long established Main Contractor operating principally 
in the London market, with particular experience in façade installation 
and turnkey compliance issues. 

Guildmore provides a total compliance solution for your façade, from 
site investigation and design through to installation and certification, 
underpinned by 
a robust, fully 
documented 
quality control and 
audit system and 
photographic record. 

As a building owner, you take your responsibilities seriously. As a 
reputable Main Contractor with a 20 year track record, so do we.

SITE INVESTIGATIONS     •     TESTING     •     RISK ASSESSMENT     •     DESIGN     •     FIRE & STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
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TOWN PLANNING     •     PROCUREMENT     •     LOGISTICS     •     INSTALLATION     •     CERTIFICATION

CASE STUDIES
1 Recovery project including façade redesign to achieve compliance
2 Removal and replacement of ACM cladding across a 10 storey tower block 

including remedial works to fire safety features
3 Recovery project including due diligence, remediation and certification of 

entire façade package
4 Full scale destructive test to BS 8414-2 to demonstrate compliance of brick 

slip façade
5 Quality control and audit documentation
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Your stakeholders demand a bulletproof solution. Our robust 
quality control system gives you as much confidence in the layers 
that you cannot see as in those that you can.
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Our end-to-end, one-stop shop 
service can assist you with every 
step of the process.

If you think that you may have a 
problem but are not sure where to 
start, we can arrange exploratory 
opening up at key locations to 
assess the existing installation.

Based on this, we can prepare a draft scope of works, which may 
include the preparation of a revised design solution.

If you have already procured a design solution, we can offer third 
party verification of these proposals for added comfort.

Finally, we manage the entire installation, including access and 
logistics, and provide a robust paper trail for every element, at 
every floor, every time.

We know your residents will 
have lots of questions about 
the process. Our dedicated 
Resident Liaison Officer will 
have all the answers and 
keep them informed every 
step of the way.


